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No products in the cart.
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Smart Meals

Trim the fat.






 




Time left to order for PICKUP OR DELIVERY for the date shown → 
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Thursday, April 18th 2024 
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Trim the fat.



Order now






















Meal Options
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Breakfast 
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Chicken 
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Turkey 
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Beef 
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Seafood 
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Snacks | Desserts 
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Pound of Product | Misc Items 
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Packages 
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Meal Plan Subscriptions 












Customer Favorites
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10 Smart Pack
Pick any 10 items at 5% discount
 


Select options
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15 Smart Pack
Pick any 15 meals for a 7% discount.
 


Select options
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20 Smart Pack
Pick any 20 meals or items for a 10% discount.
 


Select options
 







See full menu









How it Works
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Pre Order or Shop in Store

Pre order for delivery or pickup and/or subscribe for additional weekly savings.
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Get It

Get your meals delivered or pick them up at our retail store. Late orders are accepted upon product availability.  We will always try our best.
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Heat It Up And ENJOY!

Enjoy our delicious meals in the comfort of your home, at work, or on the go!










Lets Get Started
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Delivery Areas



Enter your zip code below to see if we deliver to your location. 



Zip Code

Submit











Delivery Areas



Congratulations! We deliver to your zip code! Check out our menu to see some of our customer favorites and newest meals & start your order today. 

Order now







Delivery Areas



Unfortunately, we do not deliver to [00000]. Please enter your email address below and we will notify you when we start shipping to your zip code.

Whoops, you're not connected to Mailchimp. You need to enter a valid Mailchimp API key.















Testimonials






    
 
 
         SEKOU KONE 
 2022-07-06
 
 
  I really love their food. Foods taste good . For any busy people who do not have time to cook and want to eat healthy Smart Meals is the solution.
  
 
        Iris G 
 2022-06-28
 
 
  One of the best meal prep kitchens in the Houston area. Smart Meals clearly labels macros on all their food and they are not afraid to use seasoning on their food! Price varies per small or large size of meal but you get a lot of food for what you pay in my opinion. You can buy meals individually on a daily basis but they also give you the option to preorder online and deliver for pickup to places throughout the city if the drive is too far. Highly recommend if you don’t have the time to meal prep or if you just want a healthy meal. Try the blueberry protein muffins!
  
 
        Jamie Nitollama 
 2022-05-26
 
 
  My husband and I are currently prepping for a body building show in June of this year. We had a trip in Houston and got in touch with Sharon. She personally handled our large order and met our request precisely. It was perfect for what we needed. We kept our nutrition and macro goals even on vacation which is a dream! We would absolutely reach out to her again for meal prep.
  
 
        Ann Mize 
 2022-05-25
 
 
  Always good food , very nice team members
  
 
        Anne Bass 
 2022-05-25
 
 
  Everyone is so friendly and helpful!
  
 
  
  
 
 
   Google rating score: 4.9 of 5, based on 193 reviews 
 
  
 
 










You’re busy. We can help.
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Dining Out 




~1.5 hours
Per meal



	


Cooking 




~1 hour
Per meal
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~5 minutes!
Per meal
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Cooking 
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 Cost
 

	


Dining Out 




~$20 + tip
Per meal



	


Cooking 




$12
Per meal
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~Or a burrito for $7.95
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 Effort
 

	


Dining Out 




Travel time, parking, wait time, meal prep, service, then finally, eat!



	


Cooking 




Planning, shopping, preparation and cook time
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Delicious, curated meals delivered to your door!
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713-868-9800
[email protected] 







Copyright © 2024 - Smart Meals - All Rights Reserved.
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FCC Regulation Change 


New regulation started April 1st, in order to text with us you need to send a text to:  12676070000 and in the body of text write, Approve: 17138689800 please note there is only one space after the colon.  This will enable us to text you from our store with important delivery and pickup notifications as we have in the past.  For any questions on this or help with your order, call us anytime.  713.868.9800.  Our in store shopping hours are as follows:  Mon – Fri 10-6, Sat 10-4 and Sun 10-2.
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